
The idea of social justice
and a struggle for
equality within the field of
envoiremental policies -
namely that the afluent
countries need to take
responsibility that
matches the level of
pollution that they've
caused.
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to respect enviromental
issues, to find urgent
solutions, respect and
protect human rights,
restict rich countries
because they caused
most of those problmes. 

CJ is a social and
political dynamic
condition in which
negative effects of
climate change are
minimized and minimal
decent condition are
ensured for all

The idea that the climate
crisis  is unjust -the
biggest emitters are not
taking responsibility, and
the most marginalized
are suffering from the
consequences of this
Jacob, AADK 

redistribution of
responsibilities fair and
equal access to
resources that are
limited.

Respect all the living
beings - reduce the
inequality gap.

Climate justice is looking for
solutions for the climate crisis that
is focus in just transition from the
social and ecological point of view
and use the gender, humans rights
and intersectional approach leaving
noone behind and taking into
consideration the global
perspective and the responsability
from the norh towards the south. It
is not a matter of charity or
solidarity it is justice

Having access to
resources that can be
lived with, within our
means - not just the
means of the human
population, but the
means of the planet.

Climate justice is a
complete shift of political
thinking across the world
- as we see from the two
global maps, moving
away from the scenario
where those who are
least "guilty" will be the
ones who pay the highest
price.

Work in ending the
inequality use of the
resources by different
countries that produces
the climate crisis and
affect more the people of
the south countries. We
all have to be responsible
but there are countries
that have more
responsabilities as the
consume more
resources.

Climate justice is working
or a just climate
transition in an
emergency context
including vulnerable
population as migrant
people, women and
population in the South
who is specially afected
by climate change.

The chance that our
world in a generation or
two is nearly unlivable.

Envolving and
concerning population
and goberments in the
North into a just climate
transition

People's lives are in
danger and they
experience challenges in
their countries due to
CC. No time left to ease
and wait others to act.

Boiling frog syndrom +
people feeling powerless
being the phenomena too
huge, inevitable, and
overwhelming

The lack of ambition of
the governments that are
allways postponing the
solutions and meassures
needed and the agenda
because we are runing
out of time.

That peoplefail to realise
the inequality in the crisis
- and thus not enough
measures are
implemented + if people
are left behind 

Extinction of animals,
forests fires and putting
the lives of people on this
planet in danger. 

The biggest concern is
the fact that we are, at
global level, not seeming
to grasp the seriousness
of the destructive change
which will drive us to
even more inequality and
leaving entire countries
behind.

The main concern is not
taking serious the climate
change by the the
goverments and
posponing it all the time
to the future generations.
The future is now.

To see destruction, more
violence and conflicts
around the world and in
Europe, not having a way
out
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For the first part of the training I think
we need to provide the trainers with
definitions and key concepts related
to climate change, global warming,
climate justice, and just transition

and the data behind the first part so
they are ready if young people have
doubts and these would help them

introduce the session 

Really good wokshop
and very well put up
in Canva to have an
easy overview of the
various elements but

also the specific
information for each

step. 
I think there is a lot of

didactic benefit to
putting a lot of work
on the participants.

about the training
everything is clear

and I would like if we
can add some

examples for each
exercise, so

participants and have
a clear idea. 

Really appreciate the
graphics; engaging

After the indivual
inputs, I would

suggest to give some
new theoretical inputs

and set a common
definition for the

workshop

The graphics a re
really great but I
think the people
will need some
basic concepts,

but ofc it  depends
on the participants

knowledge level

I really like the last exercise
with the lines and the graphics

as a tool to support the
discussion

It is important to dedicate time
to the explanation and put

examples as we said but i find
it very interesting

As discussed For the
second part I will have

ready some examples of
companies or initiatives
that they can analyse in
case we prefer to use
that instead of asking
them to come up with

examples

Give examples
to discuss than
ask to analyse

their own
organization

The matrix is very
inturitive and can
both be a simple

and/or complex tool
to analyse business. 

I aslo would like to
add here an example,

it can be a link to a
video or to a
powerpoint

presentation 

The canva tool its
amazing for doing

this kind of
excercises even

though the work shop
isn't online

remove the color of the
cells with the categories
titles in the evaluating

table :-) It took me some
seconds to understand

it

In the intructions of
this excercise it wil be

good to take in
account the product
companies that are
related directly wiht

their own lives

Adding a possibility
for participants to

vote other initiatives
along the continuum.
They can simple use

circle post-its to
define one initiative's
place on each three

lines.

It enables discussion 

The continuum is a
very good way of

analysing! 

Give subcriterias for
the lines exercise

Give more
specific content
to the scales so
it will be more
easy to situate
the transition 

If possible, get a
visualisation facilitator

in the background,
who can draw the
"roadmap" of the

training. It leaves an
excellent trace of
visual evaluation.

I am just courious to find out
why China was not in black
in the world map - probably

because of its huge
population - therefore it
seems like it has less

responsability then other
countries this is bcs it's

green-ish

Instead of using post-
its, replicate charts to

ensure that all
information is

completed and
facilitate

systematization

Cuorios for the
second part 

Provide "pre-
homework" ahead of
the training session -
to help with getting

the work going during
the separate sections

of the training.

Based on the prior
knowledge of the

group, it is necessary
to help them with a

prior mapping to
identify initiatives in
their environment

If doing an in-
presence training,
and if you have the

technology or already
printed posters

available, have a
display of various

images in the room,
to get the participants
in the context of the
training also through

visual stimulation.

Piotr: I expect to gain the
understanding of how as
we progress with the
project, the roll-out of the
training will then happen
to the other stakeholders
that we will engage.

Lucia - I expect to have
inputs on how to
structure a participatory
training; I expect to find
out what I can bring to
WeWorld from this ToT

Patrizio: increasing my
knowledge on content
and training methods

Furkan: Eager to see how
our research and
mapping can be
transferred to the youth
workers and young
people.

Jacob,project
coordinator AADK
I expect a succesful test
of our training and lots of
good feedback!  

Isabel from Alianza por la
Solidaridad.
My expectation is to test
the training of trainers
and be able to support
other CSO working with
youth

Mads form ActionAid
Denmark 
I look forward to trying
out our workshop for the
first time to see how it
works and how we can
improve it

Rose and Cristina from
Alianza por la
Solidaridad: we expect to
learn how we can
implement green job
issues in youth projects
in our organisation.

Sebastien and for today I
expect a workshop that
runs smoothly and get
useful feedback from
participatns

Amer - I expect to learn a
lot more after we have
met in Aarhus and to get
a nice workshop with all
of you. 
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Emporio
Camilla - 

 small
cooperative;

Bologna
(italy) -

organic shop
volunteering

run; 
Ecological,

elitist,
democratic 

Solar Power
Empressa

Renewable
energy

dilemma 

Local assocaiton
providing

education/trainings
on climite change and
related topics. people
don't need to pay.  

Treedom, planting
trees all around the
world. Problematic

bcs of energy
consumption. What

happens after a
couple of years in
case of failures? 

People need to pay
for it, more close to

elitist. 

Campi
Aperti

Type of entity:
Biological farm

 
Campi Aperti - network of 150 small
and medium biological farmers that

directly sell their products; out of the
large distributions economy - they

fight for food sovereignity It is ecological,
biological, social and

democratic entity

LENOVO Country: China 

Size:
75.000
workers

Description:
Products

manufactured by the
company include

desktop computers,
laptops, tablet

computers,
smartphones,

workstations, servers,
supercomputers, data

storage devices, IT
management

software, and smart
televisions. 

ReFood: 
Preventing food

waste by
redistrubiting the
leftovers from the

restaurants and the
food that is about to

expire

La garbancita. Is a cooperative based in
Madrid (Spain) that produces and sells
agroecological products from proximity

producers to consumer groups and
individuals. 

It has 70 producers They guarantee just
prices for producers and consumers and

have also a logistic and transport
cooperative to help with the distribution

They also have a "food school" with
courses for kids

(Green Job)

La Choza. It is an organic/bio fruit and vegetable store which is
located very close to the village where I live. Its fresh products,

fruit and veg, are mostly those that follow the field-to-shop
chain, so basically, everything grown very locally, although they
also have items which are not produced locally, but these then

are priced much differently so that the buyers can make a
conscious choice about what they are buying. The other

important thing about the business is that although it is owned
by a local family, the employees are all of migrant origin.

-- Name: "Usato bene" (Well used = second hand) 
-- Cooperative 
-- around 10
-- Florence
-- A service of collection of any kind of objects
(forniture, clothes, books, etc.) house by house and/or
in the recollection  centre + selection of reusable
objects, selling them in a second hand shp + separation
and recycle of not-reusable stuff

I am not completely sure about the name of
the business, but it is owned by a colleague of
mine, and it is based in Mexico, and produces

"leather-like" goods made from cacti, and
gathers local growers of cacti and then small

social business that transform the source
products into "leather" goods.

Cafe Mellemfolk -
AADK's non-profit cafe

Vestas, Denmark's
biggest windmill

producer

Lego, Danish producer
of children's toys 

Campi Aperti -
network of 150 small

and medium
biological farmers

that directly sell their
products; out of the
large distributions

economy - they fight
for food sovereignity

Adesco Canarias in
Telde, Gran Canaria. 11
members. Association
with a farm, advice for

cooperative
entrepreneurship and

agroecological
initiatives

ReFood
(Lisboa, Portugal)

Association
5-6 Workers and
many volunteers

Analysis: 
Lenovo’s strengths

are vertical
integration, China

market experience,
low-cost production,
and M&A ability. The

company’s most
significant

weaknesses are poor
brand awareness in

developed areas and
low distinctiveness. It

faces hardware
product profit margin
declines and laptop
sector slowdowns.
However, it opens
markets and global

access.

LA GARBANCITA

size: 150
farmers

 

WHO IS IN THE ROOM?

INTRODUCTION

GREENER FUTURE

CLIMATE CRISIS GREEN JOBS JUST TRANSITION EVALUATIONMODULE 1

DEFINE CLIMATE JUSTICE IN 1 OR 2 SENTENCES.

PERSONALLY, WHAT IS YOUR MAIN CONCERN ABOUT THE CLIMATE CRISIS?

BREAKOUT ROOM 1

BREAKOUT ROOM 2

BREAKOUT ROOM 3

BREAKOUT ROOM 4

CLIMATE CRISIS

GREEN JOBS

JUST TRANSITION

BREAKOUT ROOM 1

BREAKOUT ROOM 2

BREAKOUT ROOM 3

BREAKOUT ROOM 4

GENERAL COMMENTS

Which expectation for today?

Identify your home page

1

Add your next
level pages

Next Level Page
2

Next Level Page Next Level Page

Add additional
pages as needed

Add additional
pages as needed

Additional page Additional page

3

Additional page Additional pageAdditional page

Additional page Additional page

Add more levels
as needed

4

ACTION ITEM POINT PERSON

OVERVIEW

Second Level Second Level

Third Level

Third Level

Fourth Level

Fourth Level

Top Level

Top Level

WHY USE IT WHEN TO USE WHITEBOARD ELEMENTS

NEXT STEPS

Sitemap

Add notes or
comments

Add notes or
comments

Add notes or
comments

Add notes or
comments

A Sitemap is a visual
presentation of your
website's structure.

Let's get started with
the numbered guides.

Let's build
our Sitemap

CONNECTORS

STICKY NOTES

FLOW CHART SHAPES

Use these to create
whiteboard magic!

End the session with some action items.

When planning a website
When restructuring an
existing website

To provide a visual overview
of your site structure
To organize the content in
your site
To show the relationships of
the pages to each other

Maybe start off this
section (as well as

other sections) - with
a video? It could be

very short, perhaps a
short case study, or a

testimony, or
something like that,

just to get the
participants into the
"mode" of thinking

about the context of
this exercise

Maybe start off this
section (as well as

other sections) - with
a video? It could be

very short, perhaps a
short case study, or a

testimony, or
something like that,

just to get the
participants into the
"mode" of thinking

about the context of
this exercise

Maybe changing the order of the 2
questions: starting with a definition
of climate justice may be difficult

No need of breakout
rooms if the group is

small

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desktop_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tablet_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lenovo_smartphones
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Workstation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Server_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supercomputer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_storage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_TV

